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5PREFACE
The ensuing report is an attempt of the Author to explore the
concept of retailing within the MTR stations and to identify the
appropriate consumer products or product mix to be offered in the
retail shops.
Due to the lack of primary data on the current retail operations
inside MTR stations, the Author undertook a questionnaire survey on
consumer attitude and behaviour using off-peak period MTR passengers
as samples. This questionnaire survey forms the basic framework of
this Report.
Chapter I discusses the retailing concept and the importance of
location in a retailing decision. Chapter II briefs a background to
the setting up of retail shops in MTR stations. Chapter III explains
the objectives of this study and how the questionnaire survey was
carried out. The findings of the questionnaire are summarized and
tabled in Chapter IV whereas the significance and implication of these
findings are covered in Chapter V.
A lot of people have helped me to complete this Report. In
partricular, I wish to thank Dr. Steilen for his generous advice which
has made this research possible Mr. C.P. Leung for helping the design
of the questionnaire, my colleagues at T.V. Week Ltd. and lastly, Miss
Priscilla Chan and Mr. Charles Tam for their kind suppport.
1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Retailing is a major influence in our economy and our
society. Its aim is to satisfy the needs of people in the most
efficient and convenient way possible. It is a dynamic process, which
changes continuously as new ways are found to better satisfy customers.
In retailing, there is a philosophy which emphasizes customer
satisfaction at a profit to the store. This philosophy of retailing
is referred to as the retailing concept. The key word here is
Consumer. Under the retailing concept, the consumer is the nucleus
of all retail planning, programming and policy-making.
Finding different ways to satisfy current consumer needs has
been an ongoing challenge to all retailers. Different retailers adopt
different retailing mix. Elements like appropriate merchandise
assortment, attentive customer services, exciting promotional gimmics
all contribute to attracting more customers. Nevertheless, the
location of a retail store determines, to a large extent, the sales
made and the profits realised. Good locations may offset deficiencies
in management, but poor locations seriously handicap even the most
skilful merchandisers.
The Importance of a Good Location
The location decision is treated as a primary decision within
the total retailing mix, because other decisions depend on it. It is
closely related to segment definition, because target market selection
largely determines where the retailer chooses to locate. Location
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decision is also related to merchandise decisions, because what the
retailer sells depends on the nature of his target market and
subsequent decisions such as store layout and design.
Location Selection and Decisions
In pursuing their target markets, different retailers certainly
have different requirements for locations. There are, however,
certain prerequisite considerations that are common to all:
1. Customer buying habits in relation to goods sold, whether
they are convenience goods, shopping goods or specialty
goods.
2. The amount, kind and distribution of potential customer
traffic by hours of day and days of the week.
3. Location in relation to competitors and other stores.
4. Accessibility which may include availability of public
transportation facilities to the proposed store, distance
from residences of potential customers, the facing or
entrance to the location.
5. The estimated volume of business.
6. The general conditions of the premises, and
7. Estimated return on capital investment.
Perhaps the above prerequisite considerations provide the basis to
answering the following question: Given the present and potential
market for a type of store serving the type of customers wanted, where
should a retailer locate? But there are times when the reverse
situation can happen a location emerges as a potential retail outlet
and retailers have to find out how it should be changed to meet the
needs of the market segments or customer groups available to be
served. This situation is not uncommon, especially in a city as
dynamic and versatile as Hong Kong where opportunities abound every
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where. One typical example to exemplify the situation is the use of
the Mass Transit Railway network as a retail venue.
l
The MTR system was primarily designed and constructed as a
mass transportation means for the people of Hong Kong. Yet within a
period of six years, we witness the setting up of a mix of retail
trades inside the stations. It thus seems that a further dimension has
been added onto the MTR operating philosophy. Unfortunately, little
is known about this new aspect of MTR. Data on passenger volume and
demographics are readily available, but information concerning the
passengers' shopping needs while commuting on the train, or their
attitudes towards "Shopping" within the MTR stations remain scarce and
incomplete.
It is thus the intention of the Author to investigate into the
various aspects concerning customer behaviour and shopping motives of
the MTR passengers. The scope of the study will be confined to
analysing the needs and behaviour of off-peak MTR passengers. By the
term off-peak, I am referring to the non-rush hours between 9 a.m. in
the morning to 5 p.m. in the afternoon.
Objectives of This Study
Specifically, this report attempts to find out:-
1. General profile of the off-peak passengers.
2. Travelling habit/pattern of the off-peak passengers.
3. Awareness of retail outlets in MTR.
4. Shop patronage rate of MTR retail stores.
5. Shop patronage motives and demand on consumer
goods/services.
6. Level of expenditure at the MTR retail stores.
l
Since the term Mass Transit Railway will appear in this
paper repeatedly, I shall use the short form MTR in all subsequent
mentionings.
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The Author hopes that this research study will help achieve a
better understanding of the "target customer" and give hints on a
desirable product mix to be offered in the MTR retail stores.
Arrangement of Contents
This report consists of five parts:-
1. Introduction.
2. A background to retailing in MTR station.
3. Explanation of Objectives and methodology of this report.
4. General findings on the research conducted.
5. Conclusions and recommendation.
5CHAPTER II
EMERGENCE OF MTR AS A RETAIL LOCATION
The growth in the public transport service in Hong Kong over
the past few years has been very remarkable. The advent of Mass
Transit Railway, the modernization of Kowloon Canton Railway, the
opening up of the Eastern Corridor and Trans-New Territory freeways,
all of them are the major milestones of the 1980's. The MTR, with its
many attributes like high speed, reliable schedule, air-conditioning
and less waiting time for train, quickly assumed a significant
position amongst the public transportation means in Hong Kong. It is
today the second largest carrier of passengers, other than buses.
Table 1
Passenger Journeys by Public Transport
(Per Day in Thousand)
Year Bus' Tram Ferry Railway MTR
1980 3260 441 489 53 459
1981 3352 445 460 47 610
3440 3971982 419 61 962
3643652 3771983 132 1128
.341 3623931 219 11241984
Source: Hong Kong, The Facts, 1985 Edition, CS Department,
Hong Kong Government.
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Rationale Behind the Inception of
Retail Kiosks in MTR Stations
According-to the 1984 Annual Report of the Mass Transit Railway
Corporation, the principal activities of the Corporation are:-
(a) the operation of the railway with lines from Central to
Tsuen Wan and Kwun Tong
(b) related commercial activities including the sale of
advertising space and marketing of commercial franchises
on the system, and property development, both for
investment and for resale
(c) the planning and construction of extensions to the railway
including, currently the Island Line.
The terms of reference for MTRC is this: to act on prudent
commercial principles. Sources of revenue to MTRC are expected to
come from the following:-
(1) Property development: sales of commercial or residential
buildings erected on top of the MTR stations.
(2) Train fare.
(3) Poster advertising and commercial undertakings inside the
stations.
(4) Retail kiosk and bank rental.
Kiosk Development Trends
The MTR Marketing Department started this-concept of retail
kiosk operation in 1980 with the primary objective of providing
convenient services to the passengers in order to enhance the
convenience attribute element of MTR. Retailers offering to sell
daily necessity items received priority consideration from the MTR.
However, all retailers have to undergo public tenders to obtain an
operation licence, which is granted with trade exclusivity. The
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retail outlets are not built-in shops they are stainless steel
structures assembled on site. They are generally called kiosks.
Since 1980, various trades have been permitted to be carried
out in MTR. The following table enlists them all:-
Table 2
History of MTR Kiosks
Shop Name Category Commencement Date
SCMP Kiosk Convenience Store/ 1979 now extinct
Newstand
TV Week Consumer Service Convenience Store/ January 1981
Centre Newstand
Maxim's Cake Shop Cake Pastry Caterer September 1982
Ticketmate Ticketing Service February 1982
March 1983The Groom Shoe Repair Service
Dry Cleaning Service March 1983Clean Living Dry Cleaning
September 1984Courier ServiceDHL Express Centre




December 1985TV Set RentalVis ionhir(
Constraints on Retailing in MTR
Since the MTR is designed to be a major public transportation
vehicle for the local community, its primary concern is efficiency in
operation and secondly, public safety. The government appointed the
Director of Public Works to set up a Safety and Security Committee to
judge and approve all undertakings within the stations. Members of
this Safety and Security Committee consist of the Police Force, Fire
Services Department, Public Works Department, Building Construction
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Department and any other Government Departments that might contribute
from time to time. This committee approves or disapproves the
installation and location of kiosks within Stations as well as the
proposed trade and product mix. The objective is to ensure no
blockade of passenger flow, avoid increasing fire loading in the
station and avoid fire risk. In addition, the MTRC is very much
concerned about its public image. Restriction is therefore imposed on
eating and drinking within the stations.
Potential of MTR Stations As a Retail Location
As mentioned in Chapter I, there are several prerequisites
underlying the choice of a retail location. The MTR stations
obviously have the benefits of several:
(a) Traffic. A daily passenger loading of 1.4 million is
quite a sizeable customer base. These are captive
potential customers that can be converted into loyal
customers.
(b) Accessibility. The entire network covers at least 90
percent of the urban districts and 30 percent of the
suburban districts of Hong Kong. All stations are
conveniently located.
(c) Exclusivity of business. The Mass Transit Railway
Corporation would like to see different business types to
be operated within the stations rather than same kind of
shops competing against one another. Therefore
exclusivity in a permitted trade is a mandate. Retailers
do not have to face direct competition inside the
stations.
(d) Security and good management. MTR stations are new
structures. General conditions of the premises are
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excellent. Its good station management and tight security
measures enhance confidence of retail operators.
(e) Small capital investment. The size, shape and general
outlook of the retail shops in MTR are of standard design
to achieve a uniform look. The size is about 100 sq. ft.
Heavy investment on interior furnishing and fixtures is
not necessary.
The MTR stations thus seem to possess certain qualities that
encourage retail opportunities. The questions are: how much do we
know about these opportunities and what can retailers do to reap a
fruitful reward out of the operation? These and many other questions
are yet to be answered.
Market Factors Affecting Retailing in MTR Station
Many of the most important market characteristics that
determine retail opportunities can be grouped under these headings:
consumer demographics (the study of the general profile of the
passengers), consumer economics (consumer income and spending power)
and psychographics (consumer lifestyles, buying motives and
attitudes).
Consumer Demographics/Economics
Since the opening of the MTR in 1979, Survey Research Hong Kong
Ltd. has been conducting annual surveys to provide information on
consumer demographics and consumer economics of MTR passengers. Over
a period of 5 years, the number of travellers on MTR has grown
tremendously. Table 3, 4 and 5 below show a comparison of
the findings of two surveys conducted in 1980 and 1985.
Table 3 shows that the number of people aged 9+ "who
travelled on the MTR in the past 7 days" rose from 1.1 million
passengers to 1.8 million passengers- an increase of 67 percent. The
10
percentage of increase of female travellers was especially
significant. The increase percentage was 94 percent which that of
male travellers was 50 percent.
Table 3
Comparison of Passengers by Sex Groups
People Aged 9+ travelled on the
MTR in past 7 days
Sex 1980 1985 Percentage of Increase
('000) ('000)
Male 693 1043 +57%
Female 412 800 +94%
Total 1105 1843 +67%
Source: SRH Media Index 1980, 1985.
Table 4 shows a comparison of the age distribution. The age
groups 25-34 and 35-49 remained fairly constant, whereas more elderly
passengers (50+) and more youngsters (9-14) were using the MTR in 1985
than before.
Table 4
Comparison of Passengers by Age Groups
People Aged 9+ Travelled on
the MTR in Past 7 days
Age 1980 Percentage of Total 1985 Percentage of Total
Passengers (' 000 Passengers('000)
6.49-14 71 8.2150
40.3445 593 32. 215-24
27.2 515 28.025-34 300
19.1 18.9211 34835-49
7.0 12. 72357750+
Source: SRH Media Index 1980, 1985.
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In terms of household income the 1985 MTR passengers were
higher income groups. Part of the increase was of course due to
inflation. Table 5 shows a comparison of the household income of
the passengers aged 9+. More than 50 percent of the passengers was
earning a household income under $4,000 per month in 1980, but in 1985
that particular income group dropped to 23.1 percent of total
passengers. The highest income group (over $10,000). significantly
increased from 2 percent in 1980 to 13.8 percent in 1985.
Table 5
Comparison of Passengers' Household Income
People Age 9+ Travelled on
the MTR in Past 7 Days
Household 1980 Percentage of 1985 Percentage of
Income ('000) Total ('000) Total
Per Month Passengers Passengers
613 55.5 426 23.1Under $4000
312 28.2 578 31.4$4000-$5999
23.396 8. 7 430$6000-$9999
22 2.0 254 13.8Over $10000
8.462 5.6 155Unstated
Source: SRH Media Index 1980, 1985.
Consumer Psychographics
Consumer psychographics involves the study of consumer
buying behaviour, motives and attitudes. These elements are extreme-
ly diverse. Different market segments probably have different
aspirations, wants and needs. Patronage motives, for example, may
vary among the desire for information and advice from retail
salespeople, quick convenience in shopping, feelings of prestige and
status, excitement and entertainment in the store atmosphere etc..
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Much to our regrets, so far during the few years that MTR has
started its retail operation, no formal research has ever been done to
probe into the aspects of consumer psychographics of the passengers.
Given the many advantages of the MTR stations as a retail location, it
would be meaningful for retailers to conduct consumer analysis in
order to find out how it could be changed to meet the needs of the
potential customers available.
With this intention in mind, the author undertakes a consumer
study within the MTR station in the from of a questionnairesurvey in
the hope of bridging this gap of lack of information. More detailed




RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY
The last two chapters have established that the MTR stations
appear as quite ideal retail locations. They are strategically
located, covering both residential and commercial districts and are
frequented by at least 1.4 million people per day. What remains is to
identify the appropriate products for sale. To do so, an
understanding of the customer is necessary. This research report is
thus a customer analysis of the MTR passengers with a view of
uncovering their wants and needs, attitudes and behaviour.
Objectives
The specific objectives of this report are
1. To understand who the target customers are by studying, and
analysing the general profile of the MTR passengers in
terms of sex, age, occupation, education level and monthly
household income earning.
2. To study and analyse their travelling habits and patterns
to estimate the size of the potential regular customer
base. This is assuming that chances of regular passengers
becoming customer is stronger.
3. To assess their top of mind awareness of the existing MTR
kiosks and deduce the type of shop or services more
appealing to the public.
4. To study and analyse their kiosk patronage rate, motives
and their needs and demand on consumer goods/services.
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5. To assess their spending level in the kiosks.
It is hoped that the research will give information on the
target customer- the off-peark passengers and provide insight on the
appropriate product mix to be offend.
Methodology
The data used in this research have been drawn from 3 sources:-
1) Government and Private Research Surveys
Many of the data were drawn from
The Fact Sheets of Hong Kong 1984 prepared by the Census
Statistics Department, Hong Kong Government SRH Media
Index 1980, 1985 published by Survey Research HongKong
and June 1985 Passenger Survey by Mass Transit Railway
Corporation.
2) Private information from the- Author's employer
organization and Mass Transit Railway Corporation.
3) Questionnaire Survey
This forms the core of this research paper. A
questionnaire survey was conducted in six selected MTR
stations during the hours 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on February 11
to 16, 1986. 100 respondents were interviewed in each
station. The selection of the respondents was by way of
random sampling.
Selection criteria of MTR stations for conducting the
survey was based on their above-ground environment. Some
stations were located in commercial districts, some were
in residential areas. They were selected in order to
reflect a more ..representative view of the sampling
universe. A description of the stations is listed on the
next page.
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Station (Abbreviation) Adjacent District Description
Commercial/high class shopping districiCentral (CEN)
on Hong Kong side
Commercial/high class shoppingTsimshatsui (TST
district on Kowloon side
Middle to middle lower shoppingMongkok (MOK)
district
Public housing estateWong Tai Sin (WTS)
Private residential complexKowloon Bay (KOB)
Industrial/residentialKwun Tong (KWT)
The original questionnaire was in Chinese, a translation of
which has been included as appendix.
The Emphasis
The scope of the research has been confined to studying the
behaviour of off-peak passengers for the following reasons:-
1. According to the Author's experience in operating MTR
retail kiosks, MTR passengers during rush hours usually
are in a hurry their state of mind is not conducive to
providing a truthful and objective information.
2. The second reason is a more important one off-peak
passengers are more leisurely and are potentially more
appropriate as target customer of the retail kiosks.
Since one of the objectives of this research is to find out
about customers' need on consumer goods, when designing the
questionnaire the Author has deliberately included questions directly
related to TV Week Consumer Service Centres as they are the only





A total of 600 questionnaires were sent out and collected
back. The results were compiled and tabulated as follows:
1. Demographic Characteristics of Off-Peak MTR Passengers
Sex and Age
As shown in the table below, the proportion of male
travellers on MTR during off-peak hours was 39.6 percent while
that of female travellers was 60.4 percent. Off-peak
passengers were comparatively young, the largest constituents
of the passengers were in the age group 15-24 years (57.5
percent). The second largest group fell in the age group 25-34
years (25 percent).
Table 6
General Profile- By Sex and Age Group
Proportion of Off-Peak MTR Passengers(%)
By Station
CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT Overall
Sex
44. 39 35 37 29 54 39.6Male
56 61 65 63 71 46 60.4Female
Age
4 7 3 4 8 2 4.79-14
67 69 64 48 67 30 57.515-24
19 16 20 28 19 46 25.025-34
9 7 8 18 4 16 10.335-49
1 1 3 2 2 6 2.6Over 50
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Occupation
The working population which included professionals,
administratives, sales workers, office workers and factory
workers constituted 46.3 percent of the off-peak
passengers. However, as a single group, students were
significantly represented with an overall percentage of
44. Housewives/unemployed took up the remaining 9.7
percent. In the following table a comparison is made with
the findings from a weekday peak+ non-peak hours
passenger profile survey conducted by MTRC in June 1985.
A big difference in the composition by occupation can be
observed.
Table 7
General Profile- By Occupation Groups
Proportion of Off-Peak MTR Passengers(%)
By Station
June 85
MTROccupation CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT Overall
Survey
Professional/
18.8 33.1Administratives 16 21 11 19 20 26
Sales & Trading
19.617 22 18 15 10 14 16.0Office Worker
21.911.59 6 8 18 10 18Factory Worker
19.044.055 45 54 36 54 20Student
4.03 6 9 12 6 22 9.7Housewife/
Unemployed
Education Level
75.2 percent of the off-peak MTR passengers received
secondary education. 18.0 percent received tertiary education.




.General Profile- By Education Level
Proportion of Off-Peak MTR Passengers (%)
By Station
Education Level CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT Overall
21 26 20 6 19 16 18.0Tertiary
76 71 75 79 76 74 75.2Secondary
3 3 5 15 5 10 6.8Primary
Monthly Household Income
Off-Peak MTR passengers are generally fairly high-income
groups. In the table below the monthly household income of
Off-Peak MTR passengers is compared with that of the total
population in Hong Kong. In the income bracket Over $7500
and $5000-$7499, the percentage of MTR travellers are much
higher than the population average.
Table 9
General Profile- By Monthly Household Income
Proportion of Off-Peak MTR Passengers(%)Monthly
All,By StationHousehold
CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT Overall PeopleIncome
24.733.720 43 40 21 46 32Over $7500
22.937.236 28 43 40 38 38$5000-$7499
36.523.834 21 13 35 12 28$3000-$4999
16.05.310 8 4 4 4 2Under $3000
Source: Government Statistics.
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2. Travelling Habit of Off-Peak MTR Passengers
Frequency of Travel
The majority of off-peak MTR passengers are very regular
travellers. 56.8 percent of the interviewees travelled more
than three times per week on the MTR.
Table 10
Frequency of Travel
Proportion of Off-Peak MTR passengers(%)
Frequency By Station
of Travel CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT Overall
Once/Week 28 19 17 12 20 6 17.0
19 19 10 20 15 18 16.8Twice/Week
11 13 9 10 3 14 10.0Three Times/Week
More Than 3 Times/wk 42 49 64 58 62 62 56.8
Trip Purpose
In the following table, trip purpose of off-peak MTR
passengers is compared with that of the whole-day MTR
1
passengers. Both reveal that about 40 percent of the
passengers use MTR for the purpose of shopping and recreation,
but percentage of travellers using MTR to go to school is much
higher during off-peak period (28.8 percent vs 8 percent).
This is consistent with the fact that there were more students
travelling on MTR during the off-peak period as indicated in
Table 7.
A Comprehensive passenger survey was conducted by MTRC in
June 1985 in which 43,036 passengers travelled on weekdays between 7




Proportion by Off-Peak MTR Passengers(%)
By Station
Trip MTR
Purpose CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT Overall June
Survey
Go to Work 22 34 24 28 22 48 29. 7 52
Go to School 27 25 39 28 38 16 28.8 8
Shopping 36 17 19 33 10 26 23.5
39
Others 15 24 18 11 30 10 18.0
(Recreation)
Reasons for Using MTR
The table below indicated that the most common reason
given by the off-peak passengers was speed (48.2 percent),
followed by MTR station is convenient, close to where I live
or work (25.5). 16.5 percent of off-peak passengers was
attracted by the reliabilities of MTR and 9.8 percent thought
that there were no alternatives.
Table 12
Reasons for Using MTR
Proportion of Off-Peak MTR Passengers(%)
By Station
CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT OverallReasons
25.5MTR station is convenient 7 25' 29 28 28 36
48.278 37 44 52 40 38Speed
16.8LO 18 14 14 29 14In Hurry
9.85 20 13 6 3 12No Alternatives
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Opinion on Fare
The majority of off-peak passengers, 72.5 percent, thought
that MTR fare was reasonable or cheap. Only a minor 27.5
percent thought that MTR was expensive. An inter-station
comparison indicated that travellers in Mongkok, Wong Tai Sin
and Kwun Tong stations were more price-sensitive.
Table 13
Passengers' Opinion on Fare
Proportion of Off-Peak MTR Passengers(%)
Opinion By Station
on Fare CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT Overall
Expensive 22 21 35 31 24 32 27.5
Reasonable 68 65 52 58 67 64 62.3
Cheap 10 14 13 11 9 6 10.2
3. Awareness of Retail Outlets in MTR Station
The off-peak MTR passengers showed an extremely high
awareness of the existence of a variety of retail shops within
the MTR stations. About 90.7 percent of the off-peak
passengers indicated positive awareness. Only 9.3 percent
responded negatively. On an inter-station basis, Tsimshatsui
led ahead with 98 percent, Kwun Tong followed closely with 94
percent. Awareness was lowest in Kowloon Bay and Wong Tai Sin.
This is entirely logical as over six or seven different retail
outlets are installed inside Tsimshatsui and Kwun Tong station




Awareness of Shop Variety
Proportion of Off-Peak MTR Passengers (%)
Awareness of By Station
Variety of Shops CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT Overall
Yes 90 98 92 86 84 94 90.7
No 10 2 8 14 16 6 9.3
Top of Mind Awareness of Individual Retail Outlet
On an unaided recall basis, both Maxim's Cake Shop and
T.V. Week Consumer Service Centres received the most mentioning
from the respondents. Both commanded 80 percent of top of mind
awareness among the off-peak passengers. On the contrary, DHL
Express Centre was least mentioned. Again this is logical the
retail chain with more outlets should be easier to arouse
public awareness than one that has fewer outlets. Maxim has 37
MTR outlets whereas DHL has only 6 MTR outlets.
Table 15
Top of Mind Awareness of Each MTR Kiosk
Proportion of Off-Peak MTR Passengers(%)
By Station
CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT OverallShop Name
80.281 80 88 68 94 70TV Week Centre
80.080 65 76 76 95 88Maxim's Cake Shop
29.032 26 55 11 36 14Clean Living Dry
Cleaning
18.313 20 23 12 26 16The Groom Shoe Repair
17.311 7 20 10 20 36Florists
14.30 11 35 3 21 16Ticketmate
8.511 8 16 1 5 10MTR Travel Kiosk
5.28 2 7 3 3 8DHL Centre
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4. Store Patronage Rate of MTR Retail Kiosks
In terms of customer purchases, Maxim's was ahead of T.V.
Week Consumer Service Centres by 2 percent. 77 percent of the
respondents made purchases at Maxim's Cake Shop while 75
percent of the respondents have made purchases at T.V. Week
Consumer Service Centres. The other retail chains received
much less patronage from the off-peak MTR passengers as shown
in the table below. It can be inferred that consumer goods
shops were preferred to consumer service shops.
Table 16
Store Patronage Rate
Proportion of Off-Peak MTR Passengers(%)
Ever Made By Station
Purchases At CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT Overall
Maxim's Cake Shop 76 76 77 73 86 76 77.3
TV Week Centres 5 7 78 72 82 85 80 75. 7
Photomatico 24.711 14 21 8 52 42
Instant Photo
11 10 13 13 13 44 17.3Clean Living Dry
Cleaning
17.2Florists 9 6 8 14 26 40
13.84 6 7 9 15 42The Groom Shoe Repair
10. 78 12 13 3 14 14Ticketmate
9.24 1 4 6 16 24MTR Travel Kiosk
2.04 1 0 1 4 2DHL Centre
5. Demand On Consumer Products
Reasons for Making Purchases at Multi-Purpose
Convenience Store- TVWCSC
The primary reason for passengers to make purchase at T.V.
Week's convenience store is conveneince. 65.2 percent of the
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respondents opted for the reason "convenience" while 12.4
percent of the respondents bought any items in the shop to
obtain small changes to buy MTR train tickets. On an inter-
station comparison basis, the convenience factor was
particularly strong in Kowloon Bay and Wong Tai Sin stations as
the retail stores are located right in the passenger flow in
and out of the stations.
Table 17
Store Patronage Motives at TVWCSC
Proportion of Off-Peak MTR Passengers(%)
By Station
Motives CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT Overall
Habitual 8.1 11.5 8.3 7.2 5.7 12.2 8.8
To Obtain Small Changes 4.8 10.3 15.5 10.8 6.8 24.4 12.4
Price is Cheaper 1.6 1.3 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6
3.1Service Attitude is Good 1.6 0.0 0.0 3.6 5.7 7.3
2.51.6 3.8 0.0 1.2 3.4 4.9Shop is Tidy
7.19.7 7.7 8.3 6.0 4.5 7.3Variety of Product
65.272.6 65.4 67.8 71.1 73.9 41.5Convenience
Products Preferred by Off-Peak Passengers
Among the existing consumer products, off-peak passengers
showed a keener interest in newstand-type items. Magazine
and Newspaper were preferred by 50.8 percent and 35.2
percent, respectively, of the respondents. Publications also
received preference from 30 percent of the respondents.
Confectionery which are small value items, was preferred by
33.3 percent of the respondents. This echoes the respondents'
popular reason of purchasing at the retail store in order to
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get small changes for buying MTR tickets.
On the consumer service side, photofinishing service was
preferred by 28.3 percent of the off-peak passengers. 11
percent of the respondents also liked to obtain promotional
leaflets that were distributed in the outlets from time to
time.
When asked about their preference over new products of
services to be introduced in future, 58 percent of respondents
opted for drinks. Music cassette and albums enjoyed popular
acceptance by 40.2 percent of the respondents. Photocopying




Proportion of Off-Peak MTR Passengers(%)
By Stations
CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT Overall
Existing Products/Services Preferred
50.836 44 38 58 67 62Magazine
35.214 45 33 32 45 42Newspaper
22 38 33 23 54 30 33.3Confectionery
30.019 24 27 34 36 40Publication
28.320 30 25 25 30 40Photofinishing Service
24.814 26 24 29 30 26Camera Film
19.812 18 21 18 26 24Battery
10.8Free Promotional Leaflet 12 12 14 11 8 8
10.28 7 7 9 2 28Cigarette
10.28 12 7 12 14 8Stationery
Cont' d
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Toys Gifts 9 4 3 3 10 6 5.8
Medicine 3 7 4 2 2 4 3.7
Radio Pager 2 0 1 1 1 6 1.8
New Products/Services Preferred
Drinks 41 62 65 47 73 60 58.0
Photocopying Services 28 33 46 40 66 46 43.2
Music Cassettes 42 33 30 50 46 40 40.2
Greeting Cards 14 17 27 27 46 26 26.2
Lamination Service 12 21 34 16 40 32 25.8
Placement of Classified 24 21 21 22 22 22 22.0
Advertisement
Video Cassette Rental 7 6 13 15 20 22 13.8
Printing Service 8 8 17 10 23 6 12.0
6. Level of Expenditure at Consumer Products Shop
Approximately 78 percent of the respondents indicated that
their usual spending in T.V. Week Consumer Service Centrs were
under $50. Specifically 40 percent was spending not more than
$10 in the centres. It can be seen here that the buying
behaviour of the passengers has been tending towards lower-
value items. Of the various stations compared, only passengers
in Kwun Tong and Central show a higher proportion of people
with higher spending power.
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Table 19
Level of Expenditure at TVWCSC
Proportion of Off-Peak MTR Passengers(%)
Level of Spending By Stations
at TVWCSC CEN TST MOK WTS KOB KWT Overall
4 0 0 1 1 0 1.0More Than $100
5 0 1 1 5 8 3.3$70-$100
2 4 5 4 0 6 3.5$50-$70
15 14 2 14 13 20 13.0$30-$50
15 33 22 37 25 20 25.3$10-$30
25 44 59 38 46 26 39. 7Not More Than $10




Summary of General Profile of Target Customers
The findings in Chapter IV have been very helpful in enabling
us to arrive at a better understanding of the potential target
customers. In sum, off-peak passengers have the following
characteristics:-
1. They are comparatively young. 82.5 percent of them fall in
the age group of 15-34. Specifically 57.5 percent is in
the age group 15-24.
2. There are more female passengers than male passengers.
3. In general, off-peak passengers enjoy fairly high monthly
household income.
4. Students form a dominant group among the off-peak
passengers.
5. The majority of off-peak passengers are regular travellers
on MTR. Their awareness of the existence of different
types of retail kiosks in MTR stations is extremely high.
However, shop patronage rate is higher for kiosk selling
consumer goods than kiosks offering consumer service.
Customer Attitude and Needs
The findings also indicated that the factor convenience is
very important to the off-peak passengers. They use the MTR as a
transportation means for the reasons of speed and convenience.
Similarly those have ever made purchases at the retail kiosk do so
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because the stores are convenient. Retailers should definitely bear
this factor in mind when they are planning their product mix to be
offered.
In terms of the level of expenditure at MTR kiosks, the value
per transaction was quite low. 65 percent of the respondents were
spending not more than $30 on purchases in the kiosk. However, level
of expenditure differed in different occupation groups. In Table 20
below, a comparison of the level of expenditure at MTR station kiosks
- by occupation groups is shown. The Housewives/Retired, Unemployed
group seemed to be the most cautious with their spending. On the
contrary, the Professional, Administrative, Sales Trading group,
perhaps due to their higher income, showed a more generous spending.
1.8 percent of them spent over $100 in the retail kiosk this is the
highest percentage among the five groups. Similarly, in the Under
$10 bracket, their percentage was 23 which is again way behind the
overall percentage of 39.7. Office Workers and Factory Workers
behaved quite alike. The Students, however, showed a fairly low
level of spending as a group. Approximately half of them were
spending Under $10 with another 27 percent spending between $l0-$30.
As Students constitute 44 percent of the total off-peak passengers,
this has the effect of understating the level of spending so that the
overall level of spending seems to head towards the lower end.
Retailers should therefore also bear the following in mind: the
stations where the composition of students is less dominant, higher
value items could perhaps be introduced. If the retailer aims at
having students as target customer, then the choice of merchandise has
to be low-value items.
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Table 20
Comparison of Level of Expenditure




Level of Retired Student Office Admin. Fty. Overall
Expenditure Unemployed Worker Sales Tdg. Worker
% % % % % %% % % % % %
0.0 1.1 1.0 1.8Over $100 0.0 1.0
1.7 1.1 5.2 4.4$70-$100 8.7 3.3
5.2 3.4 1.0 5.3$50-$70 2.9 3.5
17.2 10.2 11.5 17. 7$30-$50 14.5 13.0
15.5 26.9 28.1 24.8 23.2$10-$30 25.3
39.7 47.0 42.7 23.0 34.8 39. 7Under $10
Nil 20.7 10.2 10.4 24.8 14.5 14.5
As for customer needs and demand on products, in our general
findings in Chapter IV, Table 18., the top 5 existing consumer goods
most preferred are magazine, newspaper, confectionery,
publication and photofinishing service. The first four items are
typical convenience items- small-value, impulse-buying the last one
is a consumer service product which is also one relying heavily on the
convenience factor, whether it is shop location conveneince or time
convenience. Of the eight new products/services ideas that were put
out to test with the respondents, drinks, photocopying services
and music cassettes received the most mentionings. Again, drinks
and music cassettes are also very much impulse-buying item. The only
exception is photocopying service, one only uses the service when
one is in need. In essence, it is similar to the Shoe Repair Shop in
that both require the elements of location convenience. The MTR
station definitely has the advantage of location convenience and
public exposure for the prospective retail trade.
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Table 21 below shows a comparison of the demand on
products/services by occupation group.
The two groups of Housewives, Retired and Unemployed and
Students show similar high preference for major categories of
1
products like "magazine," newspaper, "confectionery,"
publications, photofinishing services. Their preference for free
promotional leaflet was also the highest among the five groups: 15.5
percent for Housewives, Retired and Unemployed, 14 percent for
"Students" while only 7.3 percent, 7.1 percent and 5.8 percent for the
Office Workers, Professional Administrative, Sales Trading
People and Factory Workers respectively. This reflects the more
inquisite and bargain-conscious nature of the two groups. As
Housewives, Retired and Unemployed group and Students group
constitute about 54 percent of the universe of our survey, their
preference and likings are. not to be undermined.
Professional, Administrative, Sales Trading People on the
contrary have the lowest preference for magazine (22.1 percent) but
the highest preference for newspaper (42.5 percent) and for
publications (34.5 percent) among the five groups. This probably is
relative to the higher educational level of this particular group.
The Offic Workers showed a moderate interest in magazine
and newspaper but had the least preference for publications. The
Factory Workers also showed a moderate interest in newspaper, had
the least interest in confectionery but the most preference for
cigarettes.
1 Magazines offered for sale are mostly gossip magazines
whose content mainly harps on the private lives of TV stars and movie
stars.
Table 21




Products Retired Students Office Admin. F ty
Preferred Unemployed Workers Sales Tdg. Worker
% % % %% % % % %
Magazine 60.3 57.6 46.9 22.1 36.2
Newspaper 34.5 30.7 34.4 42.5 42.0
Confectionery 43.1 42.8 26.0 22.1 17.4
Publication 31.0 27. 7 16. 7 34.5 23.2
Photofinishing Service 25.9 24.6 30.2 32.7 34.8
Camera Film 25.9 23.1 24.0 33.6 17.4
Battery 12.1 18.9 12.5 32. 7 18.8
Free Promotional Leaflet 15.5 7.314.0 7.1 5.8
Cigarette 1.7 2.6 12.5 21.2 24.6
12.41.7 14.4 3.1 7.3Stationery









10.3 8.7 17.7 23.9 14.5Video Cassette Rental
13.8 12.5 9.4 14.2 8.7Printing Service
Advertisement
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Product Planning For The Future
The overall purpose of retailing is to provide goods and
services wanted by customers. This means that, if customers are to be
satisfied and the business is to be successful, the retailer should
consider how best to blend incentives for shopping. The following
shopping incentives, sometimes called patronage factors, denote the
reasons why customers shop certain stores:
Convenience- of hours, of location, of shopping ease.
Assortment of merchandise- whether a wide variety, or limited.
Quality of goods- generally aiming at high quality.
Price- generally important at the lower end, high quality with
low price is ideal to the customer but maybe impossible to
the retailer perhaps low price consistent with dependable
quality.
Services- courteous and knowledgeable sales staff or other
tangible services like home-delivery, credit, return-
goods privilege, etc.
Excitements- as conveyed by promotional efforts and advertising
campaigns.
Certainly it would be utopian for one shop to be able to
provide all of the above ways to satisfy customers. Yet the MTR
retailers are blessed with the following advantages:-
- convenience of location and shopping ease,
- high, steady concentrated traffic,
- the benefit of no. direct competition, and,
- high awareness of shop name among potential customer.
It would be meaningful for MTR retailers to plan their
assortment of merchandise to cater to the needs of the potential
customers, taking into consideration of the following:-
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1. The MTR off-peak passengers are young affluent high income
group with fairly good educational background. They travel
regularly on the the MTR because MTR is fast and convenient.
Similarly they visit the MTR kiosk also for the reason of
convenience. Thus in terms of product selection, priority
should be given to convenience items even though they may be
small value items. The business should succeed on turnover
rather than on profit margin.
2. Students formulate a major segment among the MTR passengers.
They show more interest in the products offered or new
services to be offered than other groups. However their
spending power is comparatively lower so that in soliciting
their patronage, the product strategy should aim at low-value
high turnover items.
3. The other target market that retailers can aim at are the
"Professional, Administrative, Sales Trading Group as well
as the Office Workers" group. Their spending power is




The following knowledge and implications are drawn from the research
1. The retailing concept in MTR station is sound. The MTR
stations possess the basic prerequisities as a good retail
location. Its assets include high traffic, comprehensive
coverage of the urban districts in Hong Kong, and easy
accessibility.
2. Majority of current MTR passengers are regular travellers.
They are big potential for the retail operators in MTR
stations.
3. Current passengers' awareness of the retail kiosks and the
type of merchandise/services offered is high. Different
degree of awareness of individual kiosk is also uncovered.
Individual retailers should devise their promotional gimmics
to arrive at better sales.
4. Consumer preference inside MTR stations have been on consumer
goods more that on consumer services. This is indicated by
the high store patronage rate of T.V. Week Consumer Service
Centres (75.5 percent) and Maxim's shop (77.3 percent). In
contrast, all other consumer service shops are receiving less
than 20 percent shop patronage rate.
5. Consumer goods preferred are mainly convenience items which
are low-value and impulse-buying items.
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APPENDIX I
MTR PASSENGER SHOPPING BEHAVIOUR SURVEY




More Than Three Times
2. The primary purpose of your travelling on MTR is?
(Please select the most appropriate answer.)
To go to work
To go to school
To do some shopping
Others (Recreation)
3. Why do you choose to use the MTR?
(Please select the most appropriate answer.)
MTR station is close to where I live or where I work
MTR is speedy
MTR brings me to my destination within a reliable
time-frame
I have no other choice




5. Your usual travelling habit on MTR is
Usually Occasionally Rarely Never
a) After purchasing ticket,
I head for the platform
immediately
b) I hold store-value ticket.
I head for the platform
immediately
c) I stopby or make some
purchase at the MTR shops
before I go to board the
train
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d) I stopby or make purchase
at the MTR shops before I
leave the staton












8. Have your ever visited or made purchases at the following MTR
shops?
Yes, I Have Never
Clean Living Dry Cleaning
MTR Travel Services Centre
Maxim' s Cake Shop
Groom/Mr. Louie Shoe Repair
T icke tmate/ Phonemate
DHL Document Exchange Centre
Florist
Photomatico Instant Photo
T.V. Week Consumer Service Centre
9. In the MTR stations, T.V. Week Consumer Service Centres sell




[If your answers is No, please give your reason(s)]
Reason:( you may choose more than one reason)
1. I was in a hurry, no time to stopby
2. I never walk past TVWCSC on my way to and
from the train
3. Nothing in the shop interests me
4. MTR station is not an ideal envirnoment for
shopping
5. Ventilation in MTR is poor
6. Other (please specify
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10. If your answer to Q.9. is yes, please give your reason for
making purchases at TVWCSC.
(Please select the most appropriate reason.)
Habitual (e.g. newspaper, cigarettes)
Get small changes for purchasing train tickets.




Convenience, TVWCSC is on my route to and from the
train
11. Out of the following item in TVWCSC, which ones meet your need
most?
(You may select more than one item.)
Cigarette Photofinishing




Confectionery TVB Promotion Leaflets
Publication Others






Not more than $10
None
13. Would you consider buying the following new products or new

































Are you a shopping decision maker in the family?
Yes No
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APPENDIX II 地 鐵 站 名 ：
問 卷 日 期 ：









往 購 物 3
其 他 4
3
（ 請 這 譯 最 恰 當 的 答 案 ）
地 鐵 站 鄰 近 住 所 或 工 作 地 點 l1
快 捷 12
地鐵能在最短時間內令我到達目的地 3

















1 2 3購 物
6 閣下有沒有留意在地鐵站內開設有各種類型的商店
設 有 1 有 2
7 就聞下所知，地鐵站內有什麼（那些）商店呢？








曾 經 從 未
恒 隆 白 洋 舍
地 鐵 旅 遊 服 務 中 心
美 心 餅 店
修 寶 鞋 藝
易 達 票 ╱ 易 達 電 話
教 豪 文 件 交 換 中 心
花 店
風 度 美
香 港 電 視 服 務 站
9 在地鐵站內， 香港電視服務站是銷售消費品的，閣下曾
否 在 那 裹 購 買 過 任 何 物 品 嗎 ？
曾 經
沒 有








（ 請 這 擇 一 個 答 素 ）
1習 慣 （ 例 如 。 購 買 報 紙 、 香 煙 ）
2找 贖 零 錢 以 購 車 票
3貨 品 價 錢 比 市 面 便 宜
4服 務 態 度 良 好
5站 內 清 潔 整 齊
16貨 品 種 類 多
7方 便 ， 服 務 站 位 於 乘 車 或 離 車 站 必 經 之 路
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1 1
（ 可 選 擇 超 過 一 個 答 案 ）
冲 印 服 務香 煙
菲 林 傳 呼 機 服 務
電 芯 藥 物
文 具報 紙
玩 具 及 禮 品雜 誌











下 會 考 處 選 購 及 選 用 嗎 ？
會 不 會 原 因
飲 品 1
2唱 片 盒 帶
3賀 咭
4影 印 服 務
5過 膠 服 務
6錄 影 帶 組 賃
7報 章 雜 誌 分 類 小 廣 告 收 件
8印 刷 服 務
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性 別 ： 男 1 女 2





職 業 ： 專 業 人 士 ╱ 行 政 人 員 1
經 商 12
寫 字 樓 13
工 廠 14
學 生 15
退 休 ╱ 失 業 16
家 庭 主 婦 17
教 育 程 度 ： 大 學 或 專 上 1
2中 學 畢 業
3中 學 程 度
4小 學 程 度
家庭入息：$ 7,500 l1
$ 5,000- 7,499 12
$ 3,000- 4,999 13
$ 3,000 ]4
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